
UKMARC tags and fields 
Tag 600 - 699 : Subject Access Points 
 
 

Field 600 : Personal Name Subject Heading  

The 600 field is used to record a personal name as subject. 

INDICATORS   DEFINITION 

1st  2nd     

0     Name of person entered under given name 

1   

  

Name of person entered under a title of 
nobility, a surname, or under an element of 
the name that identifies the individual and 
functions as a surname 

3     Name of family 

  0-9 
A-Z  

  
Links alternate subject headings to the 
corresponding DDC class number 

SUBFIELD  CODES     

$a     Entry element (NR)   

$c     Dates – printing (NR)   

$e     Roman numerals – first indicator 0 (NR) 

      Additions to name appearing between the 
entry element and other parts of the name – 
first indicator 1 (NR)  

$f     Additions to name other than dates (NR) 

$h     Inverted element of name – Western names 
personal element of name – Oriental names 
(NR)  

$k     Spelled out form of name – printing (NR)  

$l     Parenthetical general designation (NR)  

$m     Works (NR)   

$n     Selections (NR)   

$o     Other collective titles (NR)   

$q     Spelled out form of name – non-printing (NR) 

$r     Dates – non-printing (NR)   

$t     Title in name-title subject heading: title access 
required (NR) 

$u     Title in name-title subject heading: no title 
access required (NR) 

$v     Form sub-division 

$x     Topical subdivision   

$y     Period subdivision   

$z     Place subdivision   

Notes 

1. Subfield $d was deleted from the format with effect from Januray 

1997. Formerly it was used only after subfields $e (first indicator 

1 or 2) or $f.  

2. First indicator 2 is no longer used.  



BNB Practice  

1. The only value assigned in BNBMARC records to the second 

indicator is 0.  

2. Non-printing subfields are not used in BNBMARC records.  

Examples  

1. 600.10$aGascoigne$hPaul  

2. 600.00$aElizabeth$eII$fQueen of Great Britain 

600.30/1 $aWindsor$lHouse of  

3. 600.10$aHammerstein$hOscar$c1895-1960  

600.10/1 $aLerner$hAlan Jay$c1918-1986 

The work is a biography of two people.  

4. 600.10$aMumford$hLewis$c1895-$xCriticism and 

interpretation  

5. 600.00$aJohn Paul$eII$fPope$vPictorial works  

6. 600.10$aBurns$hRobert$c1759-1796$xHomes and 

haunts$zScotland$zDumbartonshire  

7. 600.10$aShakespeare$hWilliam$c1564-1616$tTwelfth 

night  

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 



Field 610 : Corporate Name Subject Heading  

The 610 field is used to record a corporate name as subject. 

INDICATORS   DEFINITION 

1st  2nd     

1     Name of government 

2   
  

Corporate name other than name of 
government 

  0-9 
A-Z  

  
Links alternate subject headings to the 
corresponding DDC class number 

SUBFIELD  CODES     AACR2 

$a     Entry element (NR)   

$c 

    

Subordinate or related body, 
subordinate conference or 
subordinate government agency 
or official 

24.12-14 
24.16-27  

$e     Additions to names   

$i     Number of conference, etc (NR)  24.7B2 

$k     Date of conference, etc. (NR) 24.7B3 

$j     Location of conference, etc. (NR) 24.7B4 

$p     Location added to name – non-printing (NR) 

$q     Inverted term denoting incorporation etc. (NR) 

$t     Title element in name-title subject heading: 
title access point required (NR) 

$u     Title element in name-title subject heading: no 
title access point required (NR) 

$v     Form sub-division 

$x     Topical subdivision   

$y     Period subdivision   

$z     Place subdivision   

BNB Practice  

1. The only value assigned in BNBMARC records to the second 

indicator is 0.  

2. Non-printing subfields are not used in BNBMARC records.  

Examples  

1. 610.20$aAttingham Trust for the Study of the Country 

House in Britain  

2. 610.20$aArsenal Football Club  

610.21/1$aTottenham Hotspur Football Club  

The book is about both football teams. Each subject heading is 

linked to its own class number and this is shown in the second 

indicator position. The first subject heading is linked to the first 

class number (i.e. the number with repeat 0) and the second 

subject heading is linked to the second class number (i.e. the 

number with repeat 1).  



3. 610.20$aLady Lever Art Gallery$vCatalogs  

4. 610.20$aMinster School$eYork, England$xHistory  

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 



Field 611 : Conference or Event Name Subject Heading 

The 611 field is used to record a conference, meeting, exhibition or fair name as subject. 

INDICATORS   DEFINITION 

1st  2nd     

0       

  0-9 
A-Z  

  
Links alternate subject headings to the 
corresponding DDC class number 

SUBFIELD  CODES     AACR2 

$a     Entry element (NR)   

$c     Subdivision of conference, etc. 

$e     Addition to name – other than number, 
location and date 

$i     Number (NR)  24.7B2 

$k     Date (NR) 24.7B3 

$j     Location (NR) 24.7B4 

$t     Title element in name-title subject heading: 
title access point required (NR) 

$u     Title element in name-title subject heading: no 
title access point required (NR) 

$v     Form sub-division 

$x     Topical subdivision   

$y     Period subdivision   

$z     Place subdivision   

BNB Practice  

The only value assigned in BNBMARC records to the second indicator is 0.  

Examples  

1. 611.00$aStar Trek Exhibition$k1995$jEdinburgh, Scotland  

2. The Philadelphia Centennial Exhibition: a catalog  

611.00$aCentennial Exhibition$k1876$jPhiladelphia, 

Pa.$vCatalogs  

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 



Field 640 : Uniform Title Subject Heading 

The 640 field is used to record a title as subject, where the title has no author. 

INDICATORS   DEFINITION 

1st  2nd     

0       

  0-9 
A-Z  

  
Links alternate subject headings to the 
corresponding DDC class number 

SUBFIELD  CODES      

$a     Uniform title (NR)   

$d     Medium of performance – music (NR) 

$e     Serial number – music (NR) 

$f     Opus or thematic index number – music (NR)  

$g     Number within opus – music (NR)  

$h     Key – music (NR) 

$j     Parenthetical identifying element 

$k     Arrangement – music (NR) 

$o     Year of imprint (NR) 

$p     Subheading    

$q     Version of Bible (NR)   

$r     Language (NR)   

$s     Part of a work   

$v     Form sub-division   

$x     Topical subdivision   

$y     Period subdivision   

$z     Place subdivision   

BNB Practice  

The only value assigned in BNBMARC records to the second indicator is 0.  

Examples  

1. Book of Kells 

640.00$aBook of Kells  

2. Koran. Chinese 

640.00$aKoran$rChinese  

3. Bible. O.T. Psalms - Criticism, interpretation, etc.  

640.00$aBible$sO.T$sPsalms$xCriticism, interpretation, 

etc.  

4. Nasser D. Khalili Collection of Islamic Art. Manuscript. MSS727 

640.00$a Nasser D. Khalili Collection of Islamic Art. 

Manuscript. MSS727  

5. The Koran: an exegetical commentary 

640.00$aKoran$vCommentaries  

 



Field 645 : Title Subject Heading 

The 645 field is used to record a title as subject. 

INDICATORS   DEFINITION 

1st  2nd     

0       

  0-9 
A-Z  

  
Links alternate subject headings to the 
corresponding DDC class number 

SUBFIELD  CODES     

$a     Title (NR)   

$x     Subject or form subdivision 

$y     Period subdivision 

$z     Place subdivision 

BNB Practice  

This field is not used in BNBMARC records; field 640 is preferred. It may, however, occur 

in BNBMARC records supplied to the British Library under the Copyright Libraries Shared 

Cataloguing Programme.  

Examples  

1. Encyclopaedia Britannica 

645.00$aEncyclopaedia Britannica  

2. Star wars (Motion picture) 

645.00$aStar wars (Motion picture) 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 



Field 650 : Library of Congress Topical Subject Heading 

The 650 field holds subject terms taken from the schedules of the Library of Congress’ 

published list of subject headings. 

INDICATORS   DEFINITION 

1st  2nd     

0       

  0-9 
A-Z  

  
Links alternate subject headings to the 
corresponding DDC class number 

SUBFIELD  CODES     

$a     Entry element (NR)   

$v     Form subdivision 

$x     Topical subdivision (includes the subdivision 
‘History’) 

$y     Period (chronological) subdivision 

$z     Place subdivision 

BNB Practice  

The only value assigned in BNBMARC records to the second indicator is 0. 

Examples  

1. Marsupialia 

650.00$aMarsupialia  

2. Marsupialia - Phylogeny 

650.00$aMarsupialia$xPhylogeny  

3. Wildlife conservation - Oceania 

650.00$aWildlife conservation$zOceania  

4. Bibliography - Early printed books - 18th century - Catalogs 

650.00$aBibliography$xEarly printed books$y18th 

century$vCatalogs  

5. Antiquarian booksellers - Ireland - Directories 

650.00$aAntiquarian booksellers$zIreland$vDirectories  

6. 650.00$aBiology$vPeriodicals  

This item is a periodical about biology  

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 



Field 651 : Library of Congress Geographical Subject Heading 

The 651 field holds names of jurisdictions taken from the schedules of the Library of 

Congress’ name authority file, or geographic terms taken from their published schedule of 

subject headings 

INDICATORS   DEFINITION 

1st  2nd     

0       

  0-9 
A-Z  

  
Links alternate subject headings to the 
corresponding DDC class number 

SUBFIELD  CODES     

$a     Entry element (NR)   

$v     Form subdivision 

$x     Topical subdivision (includes the subdivision 
‘History’) 

$y     Period (chronological) subdivision 

$z     Place subdivision 

BNB Practice  

The only value assigned in BNBMARC records to the second indicator is 0. 

Examples  

1. London (England) - Guidebooks 

651.00$aLondon (England)$xGuidebooks  

2. Great Britain - Kings and rulers - Biography 

651.00$aGreat Britain$xKings and rulers$vBiography  

3. Great Britain - Politics and government - 1979- 

651.00$aGreat Britain$xPolitics and government$y1979-  

4. Europe - History - 20th century 

651.00$aEurope$xHistory$y20th century  

5. 651.00$aGreat Britain$vPictorial works$vJuvenile 

literature  

For a children's picture book.  

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 



Field 653 : British Library Map Library Subject Heading 

The 653 field holds subject terms taken from the in-house list of subject headings of the 

British Library’s Map Library.  

INDICATORS   DEFINITION 

1st  2nd     

0 0      

SUBFIELD  CODES     

$a     Entry element (NR)   

$b     Inverted part of entry element (NR) 

$c     Additional element distinguishing two or more 
places of same name – printing (NR) 

$d     Additional element distinguishing two or more 
places of the same name – non-printing (NR) 

$e     Addition to name defining administrative, 
political or historical jurisdiction (NR) 

$f     Addition to name more narrowly defining area 
covered (NR) 

$j     Subject name (NR) 

$k     Form name (NR) 

$l     Supplementary subject name (NR) 

$x     Appendix – i.e. the word ‘Appendix’, see 
example 7 (NR) 

$y     First date – non-printing (NR) 

$z     Second date – non-printing (NR) 

Note 

The heading in subfield $k is input with a lower case initial letter if it follows subfield $j. 

BNB Practice  

This field is not used in BNBMARC records. 

Examples  

1. Moon. Atlases. 

653.00$aMoon$kAtlases$y1993  

2. Albert Square, London. Imaginative cartography. maps. 

653.00$aAlbert Square$cLondon$jImaginative 

cartography$ 

kmaps$y1987  

3. Belfast : harbour. Maps 

653.00$aBelfast$fharbour$kMaps$y1893$z1901  

4. Manchester, Greater (County). Roads. atlases. 

653.00$aManchester$bGreater$eCounty$jRoads$katlases 

$y1993  



5. Mecklenburg-Vorpommem, Germany. Atlases.  

653.00$aMecklenburg-

Vorpommem$cGermany$kAtlases$y1992  

6. Sylane. Maps 

653.00$aSylane$dNorway$kMaps$y1979  

7. Netherlands (Kingdom). [Appendix]. 

653.00$aNetherlands$eKingdom$xAppendix$y1995  

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 



Field 655 : Genre or Physical Characteristic Added Entry 

The 655 field is used to record information on the genre or physical characteristics of the 

item being catalogued. Genre terms are used to specify a form of fiction, e.g. naval fiction, 

or other form of writing distinguished by the style or technique of the item’s intellectual 

contents, e.g. biographies, catechisms, essays, hymns, or reviews.  

Physical characteristics are not dependent on an item’s intellectual content but depend on 

the order of information within the item, e.g. daybooks or diaries, or characteristics of its 

physical composition, e.g. the form of binding.  

In the context of graphic materials, genre headings denote categories of material 

distinguished by vantage point, intended purpose, characteristics of the creator, 

publication status, or method of representation.  

INDICATORS   DEFINITION 

1st  2nd     

0 0      

SUBFIELD  CODES     

$a     Entry term (NR)   

$v     Form subdivision 

$x     Topical subdivision 

$y     Chronological subdivision 

$z     Geographical subdivision 

$w     Source code (NR) 

$s     Code for the library or institution now holding 
the item (NR) 

Notes 

1. The terms entered in subfield $a should be derived from an 

appropriate thesaurus.  

2. Subfield $w contains a code which identifies the thesaurus used. 

These codes may be taken from either the lists issued by OCLC, 

or from USMARC code list for relators, sources, description 

conventions (Washington: Library of Congress Cataloguing 

Distribution Service, 1990). 3.  

3. The code in subfield $s should be taken from the USMARC code 

list for organizations. (Washington: Library of Congress, 1996). If 

the library holds more than one copy of the item, the pressmark 

is included, separated from the code by a colon.  

4. Exceptionally this field may contain local vocabulary; in such 

cases $w contains the code 'local'.  

BNB Practice  



This field is only used in BNBMARC records for fiction. 

Examples  

1. 655.00$aEmblem books$zGermany$y17th 

century$wrbgenr  

2. 655.00$aDictionaries$xFrench$y18th century$wrbgenr  

3. 655.00 $aBritish marbled papers 

(Paper)$zGermany$y17th century$wrbpap  

4. 245.10$aDepths of glory$ba biographical novel of Camille 

Pissarro$eby Irving Stone 

600.10$aPissarro$hCamille$c1830-1903$vFiction  

650.00$aArtists$zFrance$vFiction 

655.00$aBiographical fiction$wgsafd  

5. 655.00 $aArmorial bindings 

(Provenance)$wrbprov$sLO/N-1  

6. 655.00 $aGothic novels$wgsafd  

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 



Field 660.0 / 660.1: COMPASS Topical Subject Headings / Topical 
Strings  

The 660.0 and 660.1 fields contain COMPASS subject headings. COMPASS is an acronym 

for COMPuter Aided Subject System, a subject indexing system developed by the British 

Library.  

Field 660.0:  

INDICATORS   DEFINITION 

1st  2nd     

0 0    Topical term  

SUBFIELD  CODES     

$a     Word for a single concept (NR)  

$b     Term for a single concept (NR) 

$d     Dates or other historical designation (NR) 

Notes 

The field should contain either subfield $a or subfield $b but not both. 

Examples  

1. 660.00$aAnimals  

2. 660.00$aCommunication  

3. 660.00$bKurds$dHistory  

4. 660.00$bSeals (Mammals)  

5. 660.00$bGeneral practice  

6. 660.00$bEnglish fiction  

Field 660.1:  

INDICATORS   DEFINITION 

1st  2nd     

0 0    Topical string 

SUBFIELD  CODES     

$a     Word for a single concept  

$b     Term for a single concept 

$c     Connective 

$d     Dates or other historical designation (NR) 

Note 

A COMPASS topical string can occupy two lines, terms being printed in the following named 

positions:  

     LEAD 

          DISPLAY 



where LEAD refers to the term which serves as the user's access point to the index and the 

DISPLAY holds the entire subject statement when it consists of more than one term. 

Examples  

1. Humans 

     Humans. Nervous system 

Nervous system 

     Humans. Nervous system 

660.10 $aHumans$bNervous system  

2. Mass media 

     Mass media. Role of Women 

Women 

     Mass media. Role of Women 

660.10$aMass media$cRole of$aWomen  

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 



Field 661: COMPASS Geographical Subject Headings  

The 661 field contains COMPASS geographical subject headings. COMPASS is an acronym 

for COMPuter Aided Subject System, a subject indexing system developed by the British 

Library. 

INDICATORS   DEFINITION 

1st  2nd     

0 0      

SUBFIELD  CODES     

$a     Word for a single concept (NR)  

$b     Term for a single concept (NR) 

$d     Dates or other historical designation (NR) 

Notes 

The field should contain either subfield $a or subfield $b but not both. 

Examples  

1. United States 

661.00$aUnited States  

2. Great Britain. History, 1837-1901 

661.00$bGreat Britain$dHistory, 1837-1901  

3. Strathclyde (Scotland) 

661.00$bStrathclyde (Scotland)  

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 



Field 668 : Other Subject Headings  

The 668 field is primarily for use by the book trade. It holds subject terms from thesauri 

not catered for by more specific 6XX fields.  

INDICATORS   DEFINITION 

1st  2nd     

0 0      

SUBFIELD  CODES     

$a     Subject heading  

$w     Subject system used (NR)  

Note 

Subfield $w identifies the source used for the subject terms in subfield $a 

BNB Practice 

This field is not used in BNBMARC records. 

Example  

668.00$aE413: childhood and adolescence$wBook Data  

 
 

Field 690 : PRECIS Subject Heading  

This field was used formerly to hold PRECIS subject headings assigned to records created 

by the British Library. The version of PRECIS used by the British Library is described in, 

PRECIS: a manual of concept analysis and subject indexing / Derek Austin (London: The 

Council for the British National Bibliography, 1974). 

This field is no longer used in BNBMARC records.  

Field 691 : Subject Indicator Number (SIN)  

This field was formerly used by the British Library to record the unique identifier of a 

machine-readable ‘package’ of subject information. Such a package would consist of a 

various pieces of subject information, such as PRECIS headings, linked to a specific DDC 

class number. 

This field is no longer used in BNBMARC records. 

 
 
 



Field 692 : Reference Indicator Number (RIN) 

This field was formerly used by the British Library to hold data relating to the automated 

production of printed and other catalogue listings such as the British National Bibliography.  

This field is no longer used in BNBMARC records.  

 
Field 695 : Keyword Subject Heading 

The 695 field holds subject terms not constructed according to any thesaurus. 

INDICATORS   SUBFIELD   DEFINITION 

1st 2nd 
  CODE     

0 0   $a  Subject heading 

BNB Practice  

This field is not used in BNBMARC records. 

Example  

245.00$aGreen syntheses and processing in chemical manufacturing 

$bworkshop$babstracts 

695.00$aGreen synthesis 

695.00$aChemical manufacturing 
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